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to a new origin 0, be the points Q, Q' and the sphere S'.    Then the points Q, Q' are inverse points with regard to the sphere S'.
By putting particles of proper masses at P, P7, the sphere can be made a level surface of zero potential. The inverse of S with regard to the new origin 0 is therefore also a level surface of zero potential of the inverse masses at Q, Qr. Hence Q, Q' are inverse points with regard to $'.
A purely geometrical proof of this theorem is given in Lachlan's Modern Geometry.
ISO. If a particle of finite mass m is at the centre of inversion 0, the inverse is a distribution of matter at infinitely great distances from 0. The theory of inversion gives the potential of the whole inverse. system including the infinitely distant matter. If we wish to remove the latter from the field under consideration we must subtract its potential. Now by equation (3) of Art. 168 its potential at any
point P' is V' — Vj-^^         np'~~k'   ^e m&^ therefore disregard this infinitely
distant matter if we subtract from the potential of the inverse body as given by the theory, the constant m/k.
If the mass at 0 merely forms part of a stratum passing through 0, the mass actually at 0 is zero and the constant to be subtracted is also zero.
181. Inversion from a line. Instead of inverting the attracting system with regard to a point 0 we may invert it with regard to some straight line Oz. Let a point Q move in any manner, and let QN be a perpendicular on the axis Oz. If on NQ we take a point Qf so that NQ.NQ' — ti\ where k is a given constant, then Q' is the inverse of Q with regard to the axis of z.
With this definition it is clear that any cylindrical surface with its generators parallel to Oz inverts into another cylindrical surface also having its generators parallel to that axis. This method of inversion will therefore help us to deduce the potential of one cylindrical surface or solid from that of its inverse. We .                  ! fl
shall suppose that the density of the cylindrical body is uniform                       iff
along any  generating  line  but  varies  from  one   generator   to                      '
another.
182. If an infinite rod is parallel to the axis of z, its attraction at any point P on the plane of xy is known to be 2m/QP, whore Q is the intersection of the rod with the plane of xy and m is the line density. The potential of such a rod at P is therefore V= C - 2m log QP, where C is some constant, Art. 50. Let us invert this rod with regard to the axis of z into a parallel rod, and P into another point
P'.   Supposing the inverse rod to have the same lino density as the primitive rod, its                            M   , j
potential at P1 is Vf= C - 2m log Q'P'.   But by Art. 168 P'Q' = PQ. 2*1.    Hence                                 ^

